Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) is an efficient method for decomposing a seismic trace with regard to an atom dictionary. The original OMP optimizes one unique single objective in terms of successively maximizing the inner product between an atom and its corresponding residual at different approximating levels. Though the inner product effectively measures signal similarity at a global time scale, it tends to neglect localizing an atom whose peak position plays a key role in seismic reconstruction. To address this limitation, we propose a peak colocalized orthogonal matching pursuit (PCOMP) strategy that optimizes two objectives, i.e., signal correlation and peak colocalization, both of which are defined based on signal residuals and atoms. Compared with the original OMP, the PCOMP extends a much larger search space in favor of more accurate seismic reconstruction. In this scenario, the genetic algorithm (GA) used for solving the original OMP is not suitable for the PCOMP. Therefore, we propose to solve the two objective optimization problem by exploiting an improved nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) algorithm, which not only increases the diversity of searching for optimization and but also reduces the reconstruction error over the GA. Furthermore, the constrained atom positions obtained from the peak colocalization objective enable efficient convergence. Experiments for seismic data validate the advantages of the proposed PCOMP.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse decomposition, which assumes that signals can be sparsely represented in one certain domain, plays an important role in seismic signal processing, including timefrequency analysis [1] - [3] , noise attenuation [4] - [8] , seismic inversion [9] , deconvolution [10] , data compression [11] , etc. Matching pursuit is one representative sparse method [12] . Moreover, its improved variant, orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [13] , has broad application because of its simplicity and effectiveness [14] - [16] . OMP decomposes a seismic trace with regard to an atom dictionary. Specifically, it optimizes one unique single objective in terms of successively maximizing the inner product between an atom and its corresponding residual at different approximating levels. For seismic trace decomposition, OMP is an efficient strategy that The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lorenzo Mucchi .
analyses data structure and extracts geological information. Zhou et al. [5] employed a fast OMP algorithm to seismic noise attenuation. Sana et al. [17] combined the OMP and the ensemble Kalman filter to enhance recovery of sparse geological structures. Liu et al. [9] conducted pre-stack seismic inversion based on OMP algorithm.
One key procedure in OMP is maximizing the inner product between an atom and its corresponding residual. It is observed that an atom with its peak located in the position of a signal peak is representative for reconstructing the seismic signal. However, the inner product just measures signal similarity between the atom and residual at a global time scale and does not guarantee the peak of the atom and that of the residual have the same location. To address this limitation, we propose a peak colocalized orthogonal matching pursuit (PCOMP) method that is based on two objectives, i.e., signal correlation and peak colocalization. Signal correlation is defined following the OMP. Peak colocalization penalizes the configuration that an atom is far away for its corresponding residual peak. We develop the peak colocalization as the second objective that constrains the optimization process in terms of encouraging the atom peak to have the same position with the peak of its residual.
How to efficiently compute the matching pursuit based methods has always been a challenging problem. Even for the original OMP, the computation is expensive because of the large scale of an atom dictionary. To improve the computational efficiency, Feng et al. [18] proposed a multi-channel orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm. However, it does not maintain the expected sparsity. With the development of evolutionary computation, genetic algorithm (GA) was applied to OMP to accelerate the process of searching for optimal solution [19] . Different from the one objective OMP, our proposed PCOMP has two objectives which extend a much larger search space than that of OMP. In this scenario, GA based on one single objective is unsuitable for solving the PCOMP. We exploit an improved nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) algorithm to solve the two objective optimization problem. NSGA-II is a typical algorithm of multiobjective optimization [20] , [21] . The outputs of NSGA-II are pareto solutions that provide multiple choices for finding an optimal solution [22] . We compute the PCOMP by NSGA-II that improves the optimization efficiency. The concept of nondominated sorting is finding a series of better solutions belonging to different hierarchies. Instead of acquiring one optimal solution in each iteration of GA, NSGA-II provides multiple ways for choices and mutations, which incorporate the potential information of signal correlation and peak position. This greatly increases the diversity of local search. Therefore, the PCOMP exports the optimal atom that matches the signal residual better. The decomposition results of seismic data demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithm proposed in this paper.
II. SEISMIC TRACE DECOMPOSITION WITH ORTHOGONAL MATCHING PURSUIT
A seismic trace is formulated as the convolution of seismic wavelets and reflection coefficients, with added noise. Seismic wavelets generated by an artificial source are highly controllable and repeatable. Reflection coefficients are determined by the geological information. In order to analyse the structure of a seismic trace, an essential method is to decompose the signal into a series of simulated wavelets that best match the signal structure with respect to a given dictionary.
Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) is a recursive approximation algorithm with regard to wavelet decomposition. OMP is commenced by constructing an overcomplete atom dictionary. Ricker wavelets have the approximate characteristic compared with the actual seismic wavelets. We thus use a Ricker wavelet as an atom in our work. Let u, ξ , s and ϕ denote time delay, main frequency, scale and phase, respectively. The waveform of a Ricker wavelet is decided by the parameter vector γ = [u, ξ, s, ϕ] T . For the time delay t,
the Ricker wavelet with four parameters is given as follows:
(1)
We exploit Ricker wavelets with different parameters to construct the dictionary D = g γ i γ i ∈ , i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where the atom g γ i satisfies g γ i 2 = 1 and N is the dictionary capacity. The parameter set consists of parameter vectors generated by discreting u, ξ , s and ϕ.
OMP is conducted by successive orthogonal projections between the residual signal and the elements of D. Let f and r n denote the initial signal and the residual signal of the nth iteration, respectively. The first residual vector r 0 is equal to f . The purpose of the nth iteration is to search for an atom g γ in that best matches r n−1 . Its objective function is formulated as follows:
where · denotes the operation of inner product, and |·| denotes l 1 norm. We compute g γ in that maximizes the objective function (2) . The index i n of atom g γ in is given as follows:
Let a n and Φ n denote the decomposition coefficient vector and the subdictionary, respectively. Before the first iteration, let a 0 = 0, Φ 0 be an empty vector. For the nth iteration, Φ n is updated as follows:
The decomposition coefficient a n corresponding to the subdictionary Φ n is estimated by a least-square method as follows:
Let Φ + n denote the pseudo-inverse of Φ n . The solution of equation (5) is given explicitly by computing the Φ + n as follows:
r n is formulated as follows:
By updating the decomposition coefficient vector at each iteration, r n not only has the minimal correlation with g γ in but also with atoms that are computed previously. When achieving the termination condition, f is approximately represented by the linear superposition of a series of atoms. When the sparsity is set to be k, let a k and Φ k denote the decomposition coefficient vector and the subdictionary after kth iterations, respectively. Let f k denote the reconstruction trace based on k iterations. The f k is formulated as follows: The reconstruction error e k corresponding the initial trace f is represented as follows:
The process of decomposition and reconstruction is described as Fig. 1 .
III. PEAK COLOCALIZED ORTHOGONAL MATCHING PURSUIT
The energy of a Ricker wavelet is concentrated in its main lobe, in the peak of which the wavelet peak is located. The peak position of a Ricker wavelet reflects the important information of time delay, and plays an important role in seismic reconstruction. Therefore, we take the peak position into account to obtain effective decomposition results.
A. PEAK COLOCALIZATION
Original orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) only has one unique objective with respect to maximizing inner product between the selected atom and the signal residual. Its objective function is formulated in terms of (2). However, the inner product in (2) just measures signal similarity between the atom and residual at a global time scale and does not guarantee the peak of the atom and that of the residual have the same location. The reason for this limitation is that the inner product operates over the overall time scale such that signal components rather than the main lobe may interfere with the peak colocalization. To address the limitation of the unique objective strategy, we incorporate another objective with respect to minimizing the peak distance between the atom and the signal residual into the overall objective and present a two objective optimization framework. Fig. 2 illustrates an instance of peak distance. Let p(g γ i ) and p(r n−1 ) denote the peak position of g γ i and that of r n−1 corresponding to the support region of g γ i , respectively. The peak distance is given as follows:
The objective function for peak colocalization is represented as follows:
We integrate both v 1 (γ i ) and v 2 (γ i ) into a two objective optimization framework, which is referred to as PCOMP. The overall objective based on two objectives is formulated as follows:
The purpose of multiobjective optimization is to simultaneously maximize the two objectives in (12) . The multiobjective optimization contributes to increasing the diversity of choices and accelerating the convergence of the algorithm. However, v 1 (γ i ) and v 2 (γ i ) do not always reach the maximum for the same γ i . Original genetic algorithm (GA) based on single objective is incapable of efficiently searching for the optimal solutions of multiobjective problems. In the subsequent subsection, we will investigate how to solve the two objective optimization problem.
B. OPTIMIZATION BASED ON NSGA-II
In order to solve the optimization problem existing in the larger search space established by the two objective function (12), we exploit an improved nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) for computing the optimization. NSGA-II extends the capability of original GA with solving multiobjective optimization, which not only has less computational complexity and but also prevents the loss of good solutions once they are found. Therefore, we use NSGA-II to compute the optimal solutions of PCOMP.
NSGA-II contains two important algorithms that are fast nondominated sorting and crowded comparison. Nondominated sorting is a typical sorting method with respect to multiobjective problems. The procedure of fast nondominated sorting requires O(MN 2 ) computations, where M is the number of objectives and N is the population size [20] . Through this sorting approach, the population is sorted into different hierarchies based on nondomination levels. In addition, the utilization of crowded-comparison operator is helpful for maintaining the diversity among population members.
The flowchart of NSGA-II is described in Fig. 3 . We introduce the important steps of the flowchart in details as follows. Initial population P: In order to adapt the operational model of NSGA-II, every atom in the dictionary is represented by a parameter vector corresponding to four feature parameters. The initial population is the input of first generation and the each member of P is chosen from the atom dictionary by random sampling.
1) NONDOMINATED SORTING
According to the objective function (12) , the input population is ranked by the nondominated sorting algorithm. Let m 1 and m 2 denote the any two individuals of population, and m 1 ≺ m 2 represents that m 1 dominates m 2 . The conditon of m 1 ≺ m 2 is illustrated as v 1 (m 1 ) > v 1 (m 2 ) and v 2 (m 1 ) > v 2 (m 2 ). When one individual is not dominated by all individuals of the population, its nondomination count is maximized and this individual is sorted into first pareto front. Fig. 4 presents the result of nondominated sorting.
2) CROWDED COMPARISON
To estimate the density of solutions surrounding a particular solution, we compute the crowding distance of in terms of each objective. The overall crowding distance value is calculated as the sum of individual distance values corresponding to each objective [23] . Fig. 5 illustrates the calculation of the crowding distance for non-boundary points. Each boundary point is assigned an infinite distance value. The solutions in the same rank are sorted according to each objective function value. For the same rank, let d 1 and d 2 denote the value range of two objective functions marked as v 1 and v 2 . Let C q denote the crowding distance of the qth individual, and C q is formulated as follows:
The crowded comparison approach does not require any user-defined parameter for maintaining diversity among population members. If two individuals are located in the different nondomination ranks, we obtain the individual with a lower rank. Otherwise, we prefer the individual with lesser crowding distance.
3) SELECTION
The individuals located in first front enter the next population directly, and the rest individuals participate the competition in order to obtain the excellent individuals. The principle of selection is based on nondominated ranks and crowded distance, and the selection method is usual binary tournament.
4) CROSSOVER
When the operation of selection is completed, the individuals selected from competition are recombined by exchanging feature parameters randomly, which increases the possibility of generating approximate optimization.
5) MUTATION
The procedure of mutation is with respect to the individuals located in the first front. With the constraint of two objectives, these individuals are relatively optimal among whole population and their parameters of time delay are approximate to the optimal values. The mutation based on these individuals contributes to searching for optimal solution efficiently.
6) NEW POPULATION S
The new population consists of individuals that are from the first front, crossover and mutation. The number of a new population is equal to the initial population.
7) ELITE STRATEGY
In each iteration, we combine the parent population and the offspring population S to form a population with size 2N . Then, we establish an elite population with size N , which is determined based on nondomination ranks and crowding distance.
After all iterations, we obtain a set of pareto solutions located in first front, from which we derive an optimal solution according to the fastest energy attenuation for the signal residual.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the proposed peak colocalized orthogonal matching pursuit (PCOMP) on synthetic seismic traces and actual seismic traces, separately. We compare the performance between the PCOMP and the genetic algorithm (GA) based orthogonal matching pursuit (GOMP) to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. To reasonably construct atom dictionary, we rely on the frequency information derived from the timefrequency spectrum of a random seismic trace. In order to demonstrate the accuracy of decomposition results, we separately reconstruct the seismic traces in terms of atoms decomposed by two methods and compare their reconstruction error. Fig. 6 illustrates a synthetic seismic profile and the timefrequency spectrum of the first trace. The left subfigure of Fig. 6 presents a synthetic seismic profile with 12 traces and each trace consists of six different Ricker wavelets. The right subfigure of Fig. 6 is the time-frequency spectrum of the first trace. For the decomposition of synthetic seismic traces, we construct a dictionary with size 22,500 based on the time-frequency information and the sparsity is set to be eight. In the process of evolutionary computation, the capacity of a population is 129 and the evolutionary generation of the population is five.
B. SYNTHETIC SEISMIC TRACES
To compare the performance of two algorithms, we select the best result from multiple experiments. Fig. 7 presents the reconstructed result and error based on GOMP. Fig. 8 presents the reconstructed result and error based on PCOMP. comparing the overall reconstructed profiles derived from two algorithms, we can see that the reconstruction error of PCOMP is less than that of GOMP. In the left subfigure of Fig. 7 , some wavelets exhibit deformation or missing. Therefore, the performance of PCOMP is better than that of GOMP with respect to the qualitative analysis.
Genetic related algorithms have random processing steps, and repetitive experiments are required for fair comparison. In order to eliminate the randomness interference of genetic algorithms and compare the capability of searching for optimization, we conduct 200 experiments and compute the energy values of all residual traces after each iteration. Thus, we obtains 200 energy values of each trace in terms of each iteration. Let E n denote the average energy value of whole synthetic seismic profile for the nth iteration and let E xy denote the energy value of the xth trace in the yth experiment. E n is formulated as follows:
The energy attenuation of whole synthetic seismic profile is shown in Fig. 9 . We observe from the tendency of curves and find that PCOMP has faster energy attenuation than GOMP, which also explain the fact that PCOMP computes a more suitable atom in each iteration. Therefore, the performance of PCOMP is better than that of GOMP with respect to the quantitative analysis.
C. ACTUAL SEISMIC TRACES
For the decomposition of actual seismic traces, we construct a dictionary with size 40,000 and the sparsity is set to be 40.
In the procedure of evolutionary computation, the capacity of the population is 259 and the evolutionary generation of the population is 10. Fig. 10 shows an actual seismic profile with 500 traces used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The left subfigure of Fig. 11 presents the reconstructed seismic profile based on GOMP and each trace consists of 40 different Ricker wavelets. The right subfigure of Fig. 11 is the reconstructed error of GOMP. The left subfigure of Fig. 12 presents the reconstructed seismic profile based on PCOMP and each trace consists of 40 different Ricker wavelets. The right subfigure of Fig. 12 is the reconstructed error of PCOMP. From comparing Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , we explicitly see that the reconstruction error of PCOMP is much less than that of GOMP, which shows that PCOMP has the advantage to compute more optimal solutions than GOMP.
V. CONCLUSION
The original orthogonal matching pursuit optimizes one unique objective in terms of maximizing the inner products successively, and does not consider the colocalization of the peak of an atom and that of its corresponding signal residual. To address this shortcoming, we have proposed a peak colocalized orthogonal matching pursuit (PCOMP) method that optimizes two objectives and increases the possibility of searching for the optimal solutions. In this scenario, the original GA used for optimizing one unique single objective is not suitable for PCOMP. In this paper, we have exploited NSGA-II for solving the two objective optimization problem. The peak colocalized orthogonal matching pursuit with NSGA-II extends a much larger search space and presents more accurate search capability. Experiments for the synthetic and actual seismic traces have validated that the proposed algorithm is effective and highly efficient.
